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STATEMENT OF MISSION

FREE INQUIRY IN CREATIVE SOCIOLOGY: Sociologists convey discoveries, ideas & research findings to students, colleagues & lay readers interested in social processes. Policy objectives: readability, creativity, diversity; economize space & costs.

READABILITY demands persuasive, interesting & lucid writing understandable to the literate lay person. It is lively enough to sustain interest & sufficiently supported with evidence & logic to convince the skeptical reader.

CREATIVITY demands inventive, innovative & venturesome approaches to problems, propositions, questions, structures, data sets, theory, & social phenomena. Strange creatures are welcome if their outlines are clear.

DIVERSITY calls for a persistent spread of materials in all areas of sociology, giving voice to all fields, positions & technologies. We encourage sociologists in micro-, meso-, & macro-sociology. Cross-cultural studies & manuscripts from foreign authors are most welcome.

ECONOMY demands a rich product at least cost, with thin margins & small print. Revised March 2009